Jr.FIRST ® LEGO® League
The Building Lions use LEGO Education
WeDo Robotics to learn through play!
About the Team:
The Building Lions
Alicia Ramirez – first grade
Jose Antonio Ramirez – third grade
Ryan Brosnahan – third grade
Nicholas Diaz – third grade

The Need
The Building Lions are a Junior FIRST® LEGO® League (Jr.
FLL ) team that loves using LEGO® Education WeDo Robotics
®

to “play.” What the coaches know that the children don’t is
that much more than play is occurring when they meet after
school. The kids, in grades ranging from first through third,
see Jr.FLL as a fun group activity, but the coaches see it as a
learning experience rich with the opportunity to plant the seed
of innovation and curiosity. The Building Lions co-coach, Sandra,
is amazed at how easily the children learn when engaged. She
said, “I love seeing how their minds open up to new concepts
in a second.” Coaching a Jr.FLL team enables coaches Sandra
and Jose to share their knowledge with the future generation
of problem solvers by triggering in them the creative spark.
They chose WeDo Robotics to teach basic concepts of physics,
mechanics, and programming so the kids learn as they play.
This unique program fulfills a dual need: for the children to

hands-on approach to the topic of food safety by exploring how

discover a love of science and technology and for the adults

proper food preparation and storage can keep us healthy. The

to act as mentors and role models. According to the Building

Building Lions used their WeDo Robotics sets to build trucks

Lions coach, Jose, “It is a two-way street, as you not only teach

that would be able to stop at strawberry fields. They also worked

them, but also it is an opportunity for you to see and learn from

to build and program very safe blenders. Their project earned

the kids as they have a completely fresh approach to resolving

them the chance to go to the FIRST World Festival Expo, the

problems.”

culminating celebration of the FIRST season. Here they shared

The Solution

their ideas with other Jr.FLL teams from around the country.

Teams in Junior FIRST LEGO League must solve a challenge

Nicholas, age 9, said, “I am the most excited about learning from

by building a motorized LEGO model and conducting a research

others and sharing my project with others.” The team presented

project. Each year, all Jr.FLL teams must work to solve a unique,

their project by showing their moving truck and blender models

real-world challenge that is presented by the FIRST organization.

and including posters showing their research journey.

The 2011-2012 theme was Snack Attack, and the team took a

The Results
Through Jr.FLL, the Building Lions learn
science and technology skills, as well as
build life skills such as teamwork and selfconfidence. According to Ryan, “At first it [Jr.
FLL] is hard, but then it gets so much easier.”
Being a part of Jr.FLL has been a positive
experience for both the children and the
coaches. Just ask Nicholas, who added, “I
would advise all the students interested in
robotics to get involved in Jr.FLL and learn
and participate in all of their programs.”

For more information on FIRST ® LEGO® League
visit LEGOeducation.us/Competitions.

